
  Brynanian Troops 
Withdraw, But Icasians 

Still Angry 

Nechandehal (Reuters) 1 August 2017. 
Last month’s Brynanian military 
operation in Icasia took less than 24 
hours to eliminate a key training base 
of the Eastern Icasia Freedom 
Movement, but the reverberations may 
last a great deal longer. 

On the streets of the Icasian capital, 
there is still fury at what is widely 
called “the Brynanian betrayal.” The 
tough position of the government—
which strongly decried the attack, 
secured OCN condemnation of 
Hamraville too, and which is now 
demanding an apology and financial 
compensation—has bolstered the 
position of President Bouchet. Strikes 
and protests have become more 
sporadic, while the regime has tapped 
into, and at times encouraged, long-
simmering nationalist resentments. 
Ironically, much of this is aimed at the 
estimated 350,000 refugees in the 
country—refugees who themselves 
have fled to Icasia to escape 
Brynanian government attacks. 

Inside Today’s  
New York Times: 

• As south Alpha dies, survivors 
asks: does no one care? 

• “Republika” peace deal may 
pave the way for Kimberley 
recertification 

• Brynanian Meterological 
Service prepares for 
September monsoon season 

• ZahrAid and Brynanian Red 
Bagel Society broker 
humanitarian access to 
Mcgilldishu 
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Above: Brynanian President Cook and FPA Colonel Arvanitidis-Huang 

exchange passive-aggressive handshakes at the front line. 
 

Hamraville and FPA 
Reach a Deal 

Zaharian Future Divided and Uncertain? 
 

Hamraville (NYT) 1 August 2017. The Brynanian government and the 
northern warlords of the Free People’s Army have reached agreement on a 
peace deal, following four months of temporary ceasefire. The “Republika” 
agreement, to be unveiled in a few days, will likely call for the formation of 
a coalition government. Already the two side have stood down many of the 
military forces near their former confrontation line, and the main highway 
between Eiku and the capital should soon be open to all traffic. 

Meanwhile, Zaharian politics was punctuated by a bitter war of words 
following the attempted abduction of two senior ZPF by PFLZ forces. The 
ZPF appears to have now accepted PFLZ assurances that the incident was 
the responsibility of a rogue military commander, but it is likely that 
suspicions remain. The partial lifting of the siege of Mcgilldishu, the 
emergence of Brn unity, and the devastating humanitarian crisis in the south 
may all put the Zaharians at a disadvantage in any future talks. 

Also in question is what contribution—if any—the international community 
might make to conflict resolution. The Republika agreement was negotiated 
with little or no external involvement, reflecting the views of the signatories 
that outsiders had hindered more than they had helped in recent months. 
Indeed, the agreement explicitly excludes major and regional powers from 
monitoring its implementation. If there are to be negotiations between the 
new government and the Zaharian minority, will the UN, OCN, or others 
help facilitate these? And what of the role of Brynanian civil society, which 
had emerged as a powerful voice this summer, but whose influence is now 
rather more unclear?  
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What About Camp 9? 
 

UN Negotiates, then Suspends, 
Access Deal with GoB 

Hamraville (Reuters) 1 August 2017. 
After weeks of difficult negotiations, 
the United Nations finally secured a 
deal last month to bring much-needed 
aid to Brynanian government 
internment camp #9, located 
southwest of Biku. Implementation 
was delayed a few hours, as guards 
determined with their superiors that 
WFP aid workers were indeed to be let 
into the site. Confirmation finally 
came—by which time UN officials got 
cold feet, and called the whole thing 
off. 

“It was seeing the place, I suppose,” 
said one WFP worker who asked not 
to be identified. “It’s not a refugee or 
IDP camp, it’s an actual prison, and 
the UN could be seen complicit in 
illegal detention and god knows what 
else goes on in there.” Another 
admitted that there had been little 
discussion of the legal issues involved, 
or the political optics. “Had we 
thought about the sorts of issues raised 
by the ICRC in their review of Camp 
7, we might have approached the issue 
differently.”  

 

Above: Camp 9. 

On the other hand, others argue that 
WFP should have pressed ahead. “We 
know there are people in there with 
inadequate nutrition—we should feed 
them whether they are being held 
against their will or not.” 

 

IMF Warns Brynania 
“Headed for Fiscal 

Collapse” 

Large military budget said to be 
“unsustainable” 

Washington DC (NYT) 1 August 2017. 
The International Monetary Fund has 
warned that the government of 
Brynania faces “imminent fiscal 
collapse” if it does not raise revenues 
and reign in military spending. 

The opening of Mcgilldishu could 
have some positive effect, although 
until the port is repaired and 
Highways 1 and 2N opened for 
commercial traffic, the revenue gains 
will be limited.   

President Cook could also address her 
budget problems by gaining access to 
income from the northern mining 
districts. It is not clear, however, 
whether the FPA are obligated to 
share that wealth under the terms of 
the recent Republika agreement. 

* * * 

“Grandmothers of the 
Plaza Leacock” Draw 

Attention to POW Issue 

Hamraville (NYT) 1 August 2017. 
Hundreds of prisoners are likely held 
by all sides in the Brynanian civil war, 
but no one knows: contrary to the 
Geneva Convention, their names have 
not been published and the Red Cross 
has been denied access. A feisty group 
of grandmothers is trying to change 
that. 

“It was the capture of poor Brandalf 
Cook that mobilized us,” explained 
Bressica Arvanitidis as she and several 
friends sat outside the Ministry of 
Labour, Orphans, and Prisoners in 
Plaza Leacock in the capital. “It made 
us think of our own children, and 
grandchildren, and great-
grandchildren… not knowing whether 
they are alive or dead. We had to do 
something.” 

 

Above: Grandmothers in Plaza Leacock. 

Several other grandmothers sitting 
beside her nodded in agreement. All 
were wearing pink hats. “The pink 
symbolizes the blood of the 
wounded—not red enough to mean 
they’ve actually died in battle, or 
white meaning they ran away like 
loathsome cowards, but something in 
between.” noted one of the group. 
“Zelda thought of that, before she 
went missing at that OPHUG 
checkpoint in June.” 

* * * 

Brynania Clinches a 
Playoff Berth 

Who will be the other 

Port Royal (ESPN) 1 August 2017. 
Brynania will definitely be part of the 
CPL semi-finals in September. Of the 
others, all but Ruritania have a shot at 
being there too. 

The Brynanian team secured its place 
with an impressive 6-1 victory over 
Udem. Star Brynanian striker Zachary 
Arvanitidis was injured in the first half, 
and it is not clear when he will next be 
able to play. 

Concordia’s beat Icasia 4-1, while 
Uqamistan finally won something, 
posting a 3-2 win over Ruritania. 

This month’s games will see Brynania 
facing Uqamistan, Ruritania against 
Concordia, and Udem hosting Icasia.  

 


